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UNC Wellness News
Thank you to everyone who participated in the
Annual Medical Fitness Association’s Walk 10K and
Move 150 challenge this year. The MFA recently
announced the results and UNC Wellness Center
at NW Cary won for the highest average steps
(our Meadowmont facility came in second in that
category)! UNC Wellness Centers also received
1st place in the 2021 Program Innovation Award!
This award is presented to facilities that provide
programs that address Member Retention, Clinical Integration, Community Outreach and more.
We received this award for our UNC Wellness Centers Virtual Group Exercise Program. Our program
was said to provide a needed service that benefits the membership and/or the community at
large.Thank you again for participating in our 2021
Medical Fitness Week challenge and we hope you
will join us again next spring!

WHAT IS YOUR “WHY”?
By Steven Risi, Personal Trainer

No matter how ‘fit’ you are or how much you love to
work out, there is something that just about
everyone needs to have in order to prioritize
exercise…your “why”.
I think a lot of people who don’t classify themselves
as ‘exercisers’, believe that those who are
‘exercisers’ find it easy. The reality is, it can still be a
challenge to have consistency and motivation to
workout most days. In my personal training career, I
have found that those who stay most consistent
know their “why” for making exercise a priority.
Lack of time is one of the biggest barriers to
exercise. The amount of time in a day is the same
for every person – how we choose to use that time
is what makes the difference. Find your why. Do you
want to get stronger? Build more muscle? Improve
your cardiovascular health? If you answered yes, the

next step is to dig just a little deeper. For example,
do you want to get stronger so that you can lift
your kids without getting tired or be able to
compete in more athletic events? Do you want to
build more muscle so that you can feel more
confident in yourself to help improve another part
of your life? Do you want to improve your
cardiovascular fitness so that you can be more
active with friends and family and not “slow others
down”?
Determine your “why” and then you can focus on
the end result and not just workout aimlessly. You
never know what someone may be battling and
how hard it is for them to get to the gym.
Whatever your reason, improve yourself and work
towards the better you that YOU want to be – not
what others expect from you.
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IMPROVE YOUR
WELL-BEING
NOW!
By: Julie McNamara, MS, CHWC

There is a lot out of our control right now but
research shows us we can improve our well-being
even during times such as these. The PERMA™
theory of well-being teaches us there are five
building blocks that contribute to well-being and…
…is pursued for its own sake, not as a means to
an end
…is defined and measured independently of the
other elements
P – Positive Emotion: Building positive emotion
helps broaden our thinking, provides energy, and
trains our brain to see the good. Try one of these
strategies:
3 Good Things Exercise- at the end of each day
sit quietly and write down 3 good things that
happened that day. Studies confirm this practice
markedly lowered depression after 3 and even 6
months later.
Take time to play! Lose track of time and just
enjoy.
Learn your signature strengths and use them.
Take the free assessment
E – Engagement: Purposely engage in activities that
use your strengths, skills and abilities so you get into
FLOW- those moments when time stops and your
highest strengths are used to meet the highest
challenges. Consider this:

What are you good at? What are you doing when
you lose track of time?
Examples: gardening, knitting, playing a game,
writing, woodworking
R – Relationships: Great joy, meaning, laughter, a
feeling of belonging, and pride in accomplishment
are amplified through our relationships. Research
shows that doing an act of kindness for others
produces the single most reliable momentary
increase in well-being of any exercise tested. Try
this:
Call a friend you haven’t talked to in a while
Take a meal or gift to a neighbor for no reason
Contribute to a positive relationship with 5
positive statements for every 1 critical statement
(Losada ratio)
M – Meaning: A sense of meaning and purpose can
be derived from belonging to and serving something
outside the self. There are various ways to enable a
sense of meaning, such as religion, family, science,
politics, work organizations, justice, the community,
and social causes. Consider this:
What are you passionate about? How can you use
your gifts to serve this passion?
Be intentional to carve out time for the
meaningful pursuits
A – Accomplishment: Pursue achievement,
competence, success, and mastery for its own sake,
even when it does not necessarily lead to positive
emotion, meaning, or relationships. What can you
do?
Set a goal for the day
Start that project you’ve been putting off
Make a to do list every morning
Different people will derive well-being from each of
these five building blocks to varying degrees. A good
life for one person is not necessarily a good life for
another and there are many different routes to a
flourishing life. Try a new strategy this week and see
how you feel!
Source: Martin Seligman (2018): PERMA and the building blocks of well-being, The
Journal of Positive Psychology, DOI: 10.1080/17439760.2018.1437466

Just believe
in yourself.
Even if you don't,
pretend that you do
and, at some point,
you will.
VENUS WILLIAMS

COMBATTING
SEATED
POSTURE
SYNDROME
By: Paige Grillo, Massage Therapist and
Kathy DeBlasio, Wellness Programs Manager

So many of us have upped our computer time
while working and schooling from home over
the past year. This prolonged seated computer
work can wreak havoc on our bodies due to
poor posture. Visualize the desk jockey: forward
head, round shoulders, posteriorly rotated
pelvis, shortened hip flexors, and hamstrings.
Some tips to counteract this poor posture: get
up and move for 5 minutes every hour: walk,
stretch or do yoga, exercise in the middle of the
day to break up the continuous computer work
(focus extra strength training on the muscles
on the back of the body) and get regular
massage to loosen the muscles that have
shortened in this posture.
Let’s take a closer look at two of the muscle
groups: Hip Flexors and Pectoralis Minor
The hip flexors are a group of muscles that
include the iliacus, psoas major muscles (also
called the iliopsoas), and the rectus femoris
(which is a part of your quadriceps). Together
these muscles act synergistically to help
perform actions such as walking, kicking,
bending, and swiveling the hips. When we sit
down, the hips are placed into a flexed position
which then causes the hip flexors to take a
shortened position. If a person engages with a
sitting position for extended amounts of time,
the shortening of the hip flexors can cause the
pelvis to be pulled forward and out of
alignment. As a result, issues such a limited
mobility and back pain may arise. One easy
stretch for the hip flexors is to stand, step one
foot back, slightly bend both knees and tuck
your pelvis under. Hold for 20-30 seconds then
repeat on the other side.
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The pectoralis minor muscle is located on the
front of the chest and has the primary role of
helping to stabilize the shoulder girdle. It also
participates in various movements of the scapula
(shoulder blade) and is an accessory muscle of
respiration. When sitting at a desk or in the car,
many people have a tendency to round their
shoulders forward into a slumped position.
Because of this, the pectoralis minor muscle is
shortened and engages to help support the
forward weight of the shoulder girdle. Keeping
this muscle activated for hours on end, daily, will
cause the muscle to adapt to this position so that
it remains in a shortened state on a chronic basis.
As a result, pain is likely to develop in a variety
of places including the front of the shoulder,
between the shoulder blades of the upper back,
or inside of the elbow, wrist, or hand. The
chronic shortened state of this muscle may also
cause limitation in a person’s ability to reach
forward and upward. Working to keep a neutral
and inline posture while sitting will help to
mitigate the long term effects of a shortened
pectoralis minor. To stretch pec minor (and
major), stand in a doorway, place your hands on
either side of the door frame at about shoulder
height and lean through the door until a gentle
stretch is felt. Hold 20-30 seconds. Feel free to
move your hands higher or lower to get the best
stretch for you.
For more information about stretching, join one
of our free stretching clinics on the fitness floor
or take a yoga class. Our massage therapists and
personal trainers can also design individualized
programs to help you counteract or prevent
seated posture syndrome.

Some Strategies

MENTAL
STRATEGIES
FOR SPORT
By: Kari Wilkinson, Performance Center Coordinator

1- Moving meditation - while
running, walking, rowing,
swimming, cycling, etc.: Work on
positive mantras such as “ I am
strong and getting stronger”, “I’m
worthy”, “I’m tougher than I think I
am”, “Breathe, Breathe, Breathe”,
“The hardest part of exercise is
just to start”, “I do not need to be
perfect to have a great workout
today”
2- Try a meditation practice to
start or end your day. This could
be done at any time of the day
where you can be silent or still.
There are some great apps
available such as Calm,
Headspace, Buddify and many
more. Try meditation classes professionals offering training in
moving or silent meditations are a
few clicks away. Getting started
can be challenging and having a
teacher can help.

As the season winds down, or
maybe never started during
year two of the COVID-19
pandemic, a couple of quotes
came to mind:

“The most important 6 inches
on the battlefield is between
your ears” -Jim Mattis

outcomes. Factors may
include negative self-talk and
ignoring signals our bodies
are sending to us, such as
pain or lack of progression.
With several high profile
athletes stepping aside from
major competitions this year
to take care of the space
between their ears it has
brought to the forefront this
body part needs as much
tending to as our muscles,
tendons, ligaments and
bones.

Consider devoting time to
working on mental strategies
to enhance workouts and
competition. Serious athletes
or exercise enthusiasts
typically know what we can or
should do, but sometimes fall
short in completing workouts
or an event with positive

Promoting positive self-talk is
one way to address this. This
can be challenging for many
but is proven to improve
outcomes. If we can spend 30
-90 minutes a day working on
physicality, a few minutes
working on brain and mental
health is well worth it.

“Competitive golf is played
mainly on a five-and-a-halfinch course... the space
between your ears” -Bobby
Jones

3-Visualization training - Sports
visualization is a training
experience, it prepares your mind
for a workout or event.
Visualization for athletes is a skill
that must be practiced and
provides a mental rehearsal. Most
of us think in pictures.
4- Ask for help from a
professional sports therapist or
psychologist to help with selfesteem, focus, visualization and
mental paradigm shifts addressing
workouts and competitions.
Sometimes we need a highly
trained individual to jump start our
mental focus and health.
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FAVORITE FALL
PRODUCE
By: Elizabeth A. Watt, Registered Dietitian

Cooler temperatures, football games, farm
tours, and their foods are around the corner for
you to explore. When you think of autumn, what
is the first produce that pops into your mind?
Fall offers its own variety of fruits and
vegetables that give your kitchen a fall feeling.
Below is a list that encompasses a few produce
that you could look for at a farmer’s market or
grocery store.
1. Squash
“Winter squash” is a term that is used for thick
skin squash and can be stored for quite a while.
Winter squash is packed with various nutrients,
such as vitamin C, potassium, and magnesium.
There are many varieties of squash, and these
are most often found at the market. Acorn
squash offers a sweet and nutty flavor that
works well for a creamy puree. Butternut squash
is sweet and has many cooking uses. It could be
used as side dishes, added to sweet or savory
dishes, used for pie fillings, or could be eaten
roasted itself. The flesh of the spaghetti squash
shreds into long strands, making it a great
substitute for spaghetti. Pumpkin incorporates
well with salads, soups, desserts, and baked
dishes.
2. Mushrooms
Mushrooms are particularly abundant in fall.
There are many types of mushrooms, such as
white mushrooms, portobello, shiitake, and
more. Mushrooms provide an earthy deep flavor
to dishes and are rich in B vitamins.
3. Apples
The most representative of autumn produce
must be, perhaps, apples. Various types of
apples are suitable for various cooking
purposes. They could be eaten raw, baked, or be
used to make applesauce. Apples are high in
fiber, vitamin C, and antioxidants.
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ITALIAN
SPAGHETTI
SQUASH
By Delish.com

INGREDIENTS
2 spaghetti squash, halved
2 tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil
Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
1/2 lb. Italian sausage,
casings removed
1/2 c. tomato sauce
1 c. shredded mozzarella

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 400°. On a
large baking sheet, rub
insides of spaghetti squash
with olive oil and season
generously with salt and
pepper.
Bake until tender, 55
minutes to 1 hour. Remove
from oven and heat broiler.
Once cool enough to
handle, shred spaghetti
squash with a fork.

Meanwhile, in a large skillet
over medium-high heat,
cook sausage until
browned.
Divide tomato sauce and
sausage among halves and
top with cheese.
Broil until cheese is
browned and squash
warmed through, 4 to 5
minutes. Serve hot. Yields 4.

Nutritional Analysis
Yields 4 servings. Each
serving contains 375 kcal, 36
grams of carbohydrate, and
14 grams of protein.
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